Weather for Monticello, AR – December 5, 2009
Temperature:
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Mean Temperature

33 °F
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Min Temperature
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Dew Point

Actual
21 °F

Average Humidity

64

Maximum Humidity

92

Minimum Humidity

34

Precipitation:
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Precipitation
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0 in
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Month to date precipitation

0

0

Year to date precipitation

0

0
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Sea Level Pressure:
Sea Level Pressure
Wind:
Wind Speed
Max Wind Speed
Max Gust Speed
Visibility
Events

30.27 in
0 mph (SE)
5 mph
- mph
9 miles
------------

December 2009 Moon Phases
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Moisture:

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION

Private Residence
Monticello, AR
12-5-2009

Information/History of Location
6000 Sq. Ft.
5 bedrooms, Living Room, Dining Room, Dogs Room, 2 Kitchens, 3 Baths, Laundry Room, 2 Foyers
Fully Floor Walk-Up Attic
Built in 1920

Reported Activity By Homeowners
The homeowners often hear banging noises, footsteps, and see shadows. They have heard what sounds like
a ball bouncing down the stairs, things falling down, furniture moving around, and knocking noises. When
they first moved in, they had boxes stacked up in the living room and they were knocked over and lined
up in a straight line. A picture flew off the wall and landed in front of the TV. The dog plays with
‘something’ upstairs in the Foyer. There are two figurines in the front living room that will move. They

other. The child has heard footsteps in her room and something sighed while standing by her bed. Female
homeowner was painting the door in the dining room that goes into the living room and something was
pushing against the door so she could not close it. They did not get an attic key when they bought the house.
The attic key showed up in child’s floor one night. They don’t feel threatened by the ‘spirits’ here.

Recent Remodeling/Work Done To Location:
The homeowners remodeled the upstairs bedroom back into a balcony. Remodeled Kitchen and painted
some of the rooms in the house.

Notes About The Location:
The wiring in the attic has the old cloth wiring that was sliced into new wiring. We noticed that a lot of the
plugs had power strips. There is an Urn with the child’s mom’s ashes in the Master Bedroom above the
fireplace.

Researchers Present
Larry Flaxman – President
Amanda Dinwiddie – Case Manager/Research Data Director
April Fales – Secretary/Treasurer
Joel Hutsell – Historian
Marc Diaz – Researcher
Jody Fields – Researcher
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face each other most of the time. When homeowners fight, the figurines will have their backs to each
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Owned location for two (2) years

Tom Fields - Researcher

Investigation Summary
Investigation Time: 7:00 pm –1:00 am
5 Night Vision Cameras were set up
Kestrel, EMFs, Air Ion Counter, DustCheck & Carbon Monoxide Equipment was used to check baselines.

Rooms Investigated: Downstairs Front Room, Master Bedroom, and Child’s Bedroom.

Camera Set Up:
Camera 1- Dining Room facing up the stairs
Camera 2 - Upstairs Hallway facing down the stairs
Camera 3 – Upstairs Foyer
Camera 4 – Child’s Room

Summary of Investigation
Number of Digital Pictures Taken: 296
Minutes of Audio Used: 638 Minutes = 10 Hours and 38 Minutes
Minutes of Video Taken: 3hrs x 5 cameras = 15 Hours
Number of Positive Photos: None
Number of EVPs Recorded: 3 possible evps

Audio Findings
There were three evps captured on the digital recorders. All three evps were captured in Child’s Room.
1.

“Yep” – Amanda, April and child were in the Child’s Room talking about the high emfs and April
was explaining how she gets dizzy and a headache occurs around high emfs. She then stated
she was starting to feel dizzy and a voice said ‘yep’ was captured on the digital voice recorder.
The voice was not Amanda or the child’s.

2.

“Scratches on the Door” – Larry and April were upstairs in the attic looking at the wiring for the
house. Amanda and the child were sitting on the bed when they heard a scratching noise on
the bedroom door. There was nobody on the 2nd story foyer.

3. “Doorknob Rattling and Footsteps” - April and Larry were still up in the attic looking at old
newspapers. Amanda and the child were sitting in child’s room when they heard the
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Camera 5 – Dining Room
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3 Rotations were done.

doorknob rattle. The digital recorder captured footsteps right after Amanda said heard
doorknob rattle. There was nobody walking around in the room or in the attic.

Video Findings
Five (8) 0-lux IR (infrared) night-vision 520lpi Sony CCD cameras were deployed throughout the location.
Recording was slightly 3 hours (x 5 cameras = 15 hours of total footage.) No definitive video evidence

Photo Findings
No definitive photographic evidence was recovered at this location.

Experiments
No experiments were conducted on this location.

Personal Experiences by Investigators Present
Cameras kept shutting off by themselves. One camera took a picture while sitting on the bed with nobody

During second rotation, April was sitting on the bed in the child’s room and reported that she felt like someone
had sat down beside her on the bed. Amanda had the FLIR thermal image camera and she saw what appeared
to be a pair of legs standing against the edge of the bed. Nobody had been standing in the area on this side
of the bed to produce thermal heat image on the bed. Later, Amanda was sitting on bed and felt like someone
was bumping the bed. A few minutes later, Amanda felt like someone was touching her hair. Right after that is
when she heard the scratches at the door and doorknob rattle.

Conclusion
Baselines were normal except for high EMF readings due to out-of-date wiring.
The investigation of this location was extremely interesting. The team felt that due to the number of
personal experiences and the three EVPs captured, further investigation is warranted.
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around it. Marc thought his arm was touched while walking from dining room into master bedroom.
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was recovered at the investigation site.

